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5.3 Discussion Post (40 Points)
Course: 4SU2022 Ethical/Legal Aspects of Mgmt (MGMT-512-01D)
Criteria
Quality of
Workshop
Five Post

Exemplary

Proficient

Developing

Inadequate

Criterion Score

25 points

22 points

19 points

17 points

/ 25

(23-25 Points)

(20-22 Points)

(18-19 Points)

(0-17 Points)

Major points
are supported
by all of the
following:

Major points
are supported
by most of the
following:

Major points
are supported
by some of the
following:

Major points
are not
supported by
the following:

Counterarguments are
accurate,
relevant and
strong.

Counterarguments are
mostly
accurate and
relevant, but
some or parts
may be
underdevelope
d.

Counterarguments are
generally
accurate and
relevant, but
some or parts
may be weak
or inaccurate.

Counterarguments
missing.

Response is
relevant to
original post;
supports
position with
reference to
observation,
similarities,
differences in
relation to
factual
information.

Use of reading
material.

Response is
relevant to
original post;
provides some
evidence of
critical analysis
that includes
reference to
observations.

Use of reading

Response
includes some
relevant
information
and is relevant
to original post
but omits
aspects of
observation,
comparison
and analysis.

Response
omits aspects
of observation,
comparison
and analysis.

Use of no
reading
material.

OR

Scholarly
sources,

material.
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Exemplary

Proficient

At least one
scholarly

At least one
scholarly

source, biblical
integration,
citations in
current APA
format.

source, biblical
integration,
citations in
current APA
format.

Post
demonstrates
kind
professionalis
m.

Post
demonstrates
kind
professionalis
m.

The minimum
word count of
300 words for
each reply of
substantive
content is met
or exceeded.

Posted by the
end of
Workshop
Five.

The minimum
word count of
200-299
words for each
reply of
substantive
content is met
or exceeded.

Posted by the
end of
Workshop

Developing

biblical

Inadequate

Criterion Score

integration.
Use of reading
material.
There are
fewer than
At least one
scholarly
source, biblical
integration,
citations in
current APA
format.

Post
demonstrates
kind
professionalis
m.

100 words for
each reply of
substantive
content.

Only one reply
or no replies.

Posted late or
did not post.

The minimum
word count of
100-199
words for each
reply of
substantive
content is met
or exceeded.

Five.
Posted by the
end of
Workshop
Five.
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Grammar/Sp
elling
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Exemplary

Proficient

Developing

Inadequate

Criterion Score

6 points

5 points

4 points

3 points

/6

Correct
spelling and
grammar used
throughout the
post.

There are 3-5
errors in
grammar or
spelling that
distract the
reader from
the content.

There are 6-10
errors in
grammar or
spelling that
distract the
reader from
the content.

(0-3 Points)

There are 0-2
errors in
grammar or
spelling that
distract the

There are more
than 10 errors
in the grammar
or spelling that
distracts the
reader from
the content.

OR

reader from
the content.
There is
evidence of a
complete lack
of spell
checking and
proofreading.
APA Citation
Compliance

9 points

8 points

7 points

6 points

/9

References are References are There are more (0-6 Points)
cited in both
cited in both
than 5 errors in
in-text and in a in-text and in a APA format in Required
citations do no
reference list.
reference list.
the required
exist, or
items and/or
demonstrate
required
no APA
citations are
There are 0-2
There are 3-5
formatting or
minor errors in minor errors in missing.
structure.
APA format in APA format in
the required
the required
citations.
citations.

Total
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Overall Score

Exemplary

Proficient

Developing

Inadequate

36 points minimum

32 points minimum

28 points minimum

0 points minimum
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